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Autism and Clostridium tetani
E. R. BOLTE
705 Misty Creek Drive, New Lenox, IL 60451, USA (Phone: + 1 815 462 0867)

Abstract - - Autism is a severe developmental disability believed to have multiple etiologies.
This paper outlines the possibility of a subacute, chronic tetanus infection of the intestinal
tract as the underlying cause for symptoms of autism observed in some individuals.
A significant percentage of individuals with autism have a history of extensive antibiotic
use. Oral antibiotics significantly disrupt protective intestinal microbiota, creating a favorable
environment for colonization by opportunistic pathogens. Clostridium tetani is an ubiquitous
anaerobic bacillus that produces a potent neurotoxin. Intestinal colonization by C. tetani, and
subsequent neurotoxin release, have been demonstrated in laboratory animals which were
fed vegetative cells. The vagus nerve is capable of transporting tetanus neurotoxin (TENT)
and provides a route of ascent from the intestinal tract to the CNS. This route bypasses
TeNT's normal preferential binding sites in the spinal cord, and therefore the symptoms of a
typical tetanus infection are not evident. Once in the brain, TeNT disrupts the release of
neurotransmitters by the proteolytic cleavage of synaptobrevin, a synaptic vesicle membrane
protein. This inhibition of neurotransmitter release would explain a wide variety of behavioral
deficits apparent in autism. Lab animals injected in the brain with TeNT have exhibited many
of these behaviors. Some children with autism have also shown a significant reduction in
stereotyped behaviors when treated with antimicrobials effective against intestinal clostridia.
When viewed as sequelae to a subacute, chronic tetanus infection, many of the puzzling
abnormalities of autism have a logical basis. A review of atypical tetanus cases, and
strategies to test the validity of this paper's hypothesis, are included.
Introduction

Over five decades have passed since Dr Leo Kanner
published his initial study on a rare and mysterious
developmental disability which he called autism (1).
Today, autism is still viewed by professionals as a
complex medical and psychological puzzle. However,
autism is no longer considered rare and is now the
third most commonly diagnosed childhood developmental disorder (2). In April of 1995, the National
Institutes of Health held a conference on autism,

during which a Duke University researcher who has
studied the epidemiology of autism stated the rate
of autistic spectrum disorder as being in excess of
22/10 000 (3). A preliminary estimate of the cost of
autism has just been completed, and though this study
assumed a prevalence rate of only 15/10 000, the
estimated cost was $13.3 billion per year. This figure
reflects the direct and indirect economic burdens
placed on society, but does not include costs of insurance, early intervention, special education or outof-pocket expenses borne by families with autistic
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children (2). These enormous costs indicate the necessity for aggressive research.
Autism is a pervasive developmental disorder
(PDD), affecting boys four times more often than
girls, and the symptoms may become evident in
infancy or early childhood. Frequently, parents report
that their children appear to be developing normally,
before experiencing a serious regression during the
toddler or early preschool years (4,5). Autism is the
result of a neurological disorder that affects functioning of the brain. The diagnosis of autism is given
when a child exhibits significant deficits in three
crucial areas of development: communication, social
interaction, and behavior. Some of the most frequently observed symptoms are (6,7):
•
•
•
•
•

limited or no eye contact
apparent deafness
difficulty playing with other children
sustained inappropriate, repetitious, or odd play
communication disorders.

The unusual behaviors of children with autism
have received more focus than the abnormal medical
findings. Many physicians are completely unaware
of the numerous biological abnormalities consistently
found in significant numbers of individuals diagnosed
as autistic (6,8-22):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

elevated organic acid metabolites in urine
low phenol-sulphotransferase-P enzyme
elevated glial fibrillary acidic protein
elevated catecholamines in serum and urine
loss of Purkinje cells in the cerebellar cortex
seizures and EEG abnormalities
increased frequency of C4B null allele
serum deficiency of C4B protein
increased incidence of ear infections.

Parental observations that have been mentioned in
medical literature but are not as extensively explored
and documented include (23,24):
• abnormal stools - - loose, visible mucous, bulky,
odorous, etc.
• very limited diet, difficulty chewing, strong gag
reflex, orally defensive
• sensitivity to many foods
• hyper/hypotonic muscle tone
• tactile system hypersensitivity
• significant problems with sensory integration
• pale appearance
• sleeping disorders - - frequent awakenings and
limited sleep requirements.
According to Dr Kanner, autism was 'evident from
birth'. Today, a well-established period of normal
development does not preclude a diagnosis of autism
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(4,5). In many cases, the parents of children with
late-onset autism report that their child's regression
was preceded by the use of multiple rounds of broadspectrum antibiotics (25).

Hypothesis regarding pathogenesis in a subgroup
of autistics
This paper's hypothesis is that a subgroup of children
diagnosed with autism are suffering from Clostridium
tetani colonization of the intestinal tract and that the
neurological symptoms are the direct result of in-vivo
production of tetanus neurotoxin (TENT). Indigenous
organisms that reside in a healthy intestinal tract,
known as microflora or microbiota, provide an effective barrier against colonization by opportunistic
pathogens. This protective microbiota is severely
disrupted when multiple rounds of broad-spectrum
antibiotics are administered during early childhood
(26-28). The child, while in this vulnerable condition,
is exposed to C. tetani spores or vegetative cells.
Clostridium tetani is an obligatory anaerobic, sporeproducing bacillus that is widely distributed in soil
around the world. Toxigenic strains produce TENT,
which is one of the most potent neurotoxins known
to man. Given the ubiquitous nature of C. tetani, there
is no doubt that spores or vegetative cells frequently
enter the body from the environment, but usually fall
prey to the body's natural defenses, such as microbiota, before germination or colonization can take
place (29,30).
Could C. tetani and TeNT be responsible for the
behavioral and medical symptoms present in a subroup of individuals diagnosed with autism? Although
it is a new idea that C. tetani could be causally related
to the onset of autism, there has been previous speculation regarding the possibility of clostridia in general
as an unrecognized cause of various diseases. This
is evidenced by a quote from Bordello: 'What is more
of a surprise than the fact that clostridia cause gut
disease is that they do not cause more infections,
especially because Clostridium species constitute one
of the most potent collections of toxigenic bacteria
in existence. It may well be that they do cause
more infections but that these infections have gone
undetected' (26).
Defining the subgroup

Autism is currently subgrouped on the basis of behavioral symptoms and cognitive abilities (31). Many
children diagnosed with autism do not undergo any
metabolic testing. The individuals with autism that
would best fit the subgroup of this paper's hypothesis
would meet the following criteria:
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1. history of chronic infection treated with antibiotics:
67% probability (32);
2. elevated levels of phenolic metabolites present in
urine: 65% probability (33);
3. history of persistent loose bowel movements (25).
The percentages stated above are based on small
studies and are offered as an approximation of the
frequency of these abnormalities within the autistic
population. An estimation of the combined occurrence of the above criteria has not been established.
Behavioral symptoms have no bearing on this kind
of subgrouping and, theoretically, could vary greatly
between individuals depending on the severity of
infection and quantity of neurotoxin affecting the
CNS.

Effect of antibiotics on the intestinal tract
A high rate of frequent and prolonged ear infections
in individuals with autism is a well-established fact
(21,22). Ear infections in children are typically treated
with a course of oral antibiotics. Antibiotics do not
discriminate between harmful and helpful bacteria
that are in the body, Therefore, an antibiotic taken
to kill bacteria that is causing an infection will also be
severely disruptive to the intestinal tract's protective
microbiota, which provide a necessary and effective
barrier against colonization from opportunistic pathogens (27,28). Direct evidence has been established
that the use of oral antibiotics greatly increases the
risk of invasion of the intestinal tract by pathogenic
bacteria, especially opportunistic Clostridium difficile
(26-28,34-38). Furthermore, the number of organisms required to produce disease is significantly
reduced when the intestinal microbiota have been
disrupted by oral antibiotics (38,39). For example, a
healthy host with intact microbiota requires between
one hundred thousand and ten million Salmonella
organisms before the body's defenses are unable to
prevent infection (40,41). In contrast, an intestinal
tract disrupted by antibiotics can succumb to infection
when exposed to less than fifty similar organisms
(38,39). In one instance, thousands of people were
exposed to Salmonella newport from ingestion of
contaminated meat. Of those exposed, only 18 individuals, 12 of whom were currently or recently taking
antibiotics, developed clinical symptoms of the disease (42). In young children, colonization by opportunistic pathogens can occur even in the absence
of antibiotic use, because of the immaturity of
gastrointestinal host defense mechanisms (37). Infant
botulism is a serious illness that occurs when a
young child's intestinal tract becomes colonized by
Clostridium botulinum (43,44). The symptoms of

the disease are directly related to the production
of botulinum neurotoxin (BoNT) within the child's
intestinal tract. However, after the first year of life,
colonization of the intestinal tract by C. botulinum is
rarely reported (44). When the combined risk factors
of youth and antibiotic use are considered, it becomes
evident that a young child taking an oral antibiotic
is susceptible to pathogenic colonizations of his or
her intestinal tract. It is also important to note that
intestinal microbiota can be severely disrupted by
diarrhea even in the absence of antibiotics (36). Such
disruption could conceivably be enough to allow the
entrance of opportunistic pathogens in such cases.
An assessment of other known clostridial infections
of the gut can provide some insight into the possibility
of C. tetani colonization. For example, clear evidence
now exists for a causal relationship between antibiotic use and pseudomembranous colitis caused by
C. difficile; this is sometimes referred to as antibioticassociated pseudomembranous colitis (26,34,35).
Clostridium difficile produces two exotoxins: toxin
A, which is classified as an enterotoxin, and toxin
B, which is classified as cytotoxic. Acting together,
these toxins damage intestinal mucosa and cells
and result in watery diarrhea, which is the primary
clinical symptom of C. difficile infection (26,34,35).
Clostridium difficile can lay dormant in its spore
form for extended periods of time and can proliferate
when a person's resident microbiota is disrupted
by oral antibiotics. There are important similarities
between C. difficile and C. tetani. Both are opportunistic pathogens that can lay dormant in spore
form for long periods of time (35,45). Both species
produce cytotoxins known to cause cell damage (46).
Additionally, both C. tetani and C. difficiIe produce
phenolic metabolites (36,47). Several significant
differences should also be considered. Clostridium
tetani does not produce an enterotoxin; therefore,
watery diarrhea would not be a likely symptom of
a colonized intestinal tract. Clostridium difficile does
not produce indole (48), whereas C. tetani does;
although production of indole is variable (29). Also
quite significant is that toxigenic strains of C. tetani
produce an extremely potent neurotoxin, whereas
C. difficile does not.

Colonization in the intestines
In lab animals, colonization of the intestinal tract
by pathogenic clostridia has been accomplished by
preventing or disrupting (with antibiotics) the development of protective microbiota, followed by subsequent feeding with vegetative bacillus or spores
(49,50). Continued life and apparent good health was
observed in rats whose intestinal tracts had been
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heavily colonized by C. tetani. Upon necropsy, biologically active TeNT and C. tetani spores were
detected in the rats' cecum and colon. The amount
of TeNT detected in the colon was significantly less
than the amount detected in the cecum, which would
indicate the toxin was either broken down by proteolytic enzymes and/or absorbed. The sera of the rats
contained antibodies to TeNT in an amount greater
than the established protective titer level of 0.01 IU/
ml (50,51). This finding contradicts the commonly
held belief that a tetanus infection does not produce
enough nenrotoxin to stimulate an immune response.
Furthermore, the rats did not exhibit the clinical
symptoms of tetanus; thus demonstrating that C.
tetani can colonize a compromised intestinal tract and
that colonization will not produce typical symptoms
of tetanus infection despite the presence of biologically active TENT. Additionally, a protectively
high titer against the neurotoxin does not rule out
the presence of the bacteria (50). A young child who
is currently taking oral antibiotics has an increased
risk of colonization of the intestinal tract by opportunistic pathogens. The accidental oral ingestion of
C. tetani spores and/or vegetative cells can establish
colonies in the intestinal tract of a weakened host
(50). The circumstances for such ingestion could be as
simple as mouthing a dirty finger or toy.
Although oral ingestion of C. tetani is the most
obvious means by which a tetanus infection could develop in a compromised intestinal tract, other possible
routes of infection should not be completely ruled out.
Numerous experiments involving laboratory animals,
and the clinical observations of wounded men, have
shown that tetanus spores and vegetative bacillus are
capable of creating infection at sites quite distant from
the bacteria's point of entry into the body (45,52).
Spores can remain dormant and escape phagocytosis
for years and then germinate when growth conditions
become favorable. Intramuscular or subcutaneous
injections of washed C. tetani spores can germinate
weeks or months later in bruised or irritated tissue
(45,52). Young children are particularly prone to
injury, and any break in the skin is an opportunity
for C. tetani spores to enter the body. Additionally,
natural openings in the body can also serve as points
of entry. An example of this is otogenous tetanus,
which is believed to occur as a secondary infection
when purulent ear discharge is present and C. tetani is
introduced into the ear via a dirty finger or cloth (53).
In view of the known capabilities of these spores,
it is conceivable that an ulcerated intestinal tract
could become a favorable site for the germination and
growth of spores traveling from the point of injury,
even months after their initial entry into the body.
In light of published studies, the following points
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should be remembered: (i) Clostridium tetani spores
or vegetative cells can travel from their point of entry
into the body to find tissue capable of supporting
germination, growth, and subsequent neurotoxin production (45,50,52). (ii) Toxigenic strains of C. tetani
can colonize a compromised intestinal tract without
inciting the typical symptoms of tetanus infection
(50). (iii) Antibodies produced by the body against
the neurotoxin are not effective against the bacterium
and do not protect the intestinal tract from C. tetani
colonization (50).
The primary danger of a tetanus infection is from
TENT. However, the action of tetanolysin, an oxygenlabile hemolysin produced by C. tetani, should not
be overlooked. The role of tetanolysin in a tetanus
infection remains unclear. However, it is thought
to promote the growth of C. tetani by damaging otherwise healthy tissue in the vicinity of the infection
(54). Tetanolysin lyses platelets, erythrocytes, and
lysosomes, and is believed to directly damage
membrane lipids (55-57). The possibility exists that
tetanolysin's action in the intestinal tract could
increase intestinal permeability in a manner akin to
that of other bacteria. When intestinal permeability
is increased, food molecules larger than those which
would normally be absorbed from the intestinal tract
enter the blood stream and can become antigenic (58).
Children with autism frequently develop intolerance to foods containing gluten or casein proteins.
Behavioral improvements and a reduction in autistic
symptoms frequently follow the removal of foods
containing gluten or casein proteins (59).
Tetanus is not normally thought of as an intestinal
tract infection, and therefore, exactly what happens
to TeNT when it is exposed to the proteolytic
enzymes in the human digestive tract (see Table) is
not known. However, in laboratory experiments,
TeNT has been shown to undergo limited proteolysis
when exposed to the proteases trypsin, clostripain,
endoproteinase Arg-C, chymotrypsin, endoproteinase
Glu-C, and papain (60). The isolated TeNT fragments
are at least a thousand times less toxic than the native
di-chain toxin, which can be lethal even in very small
doses (60). Nonetheless, with every enzyme tested,
the limited proteolysis of TeNT produced TeNT
fragments which retained the ability to inhibit the
release of neurotransmitters under laboratory testing
conditions (60). It is not unreasonable to assume,
therefore, that TeNT produced in the intestinal tract
as a result of C. tetani colonization would be similarly
reduced to TeNT fragments and that these fragments
would retain the ability to inhibit neurotransmitter
release even at such a reduced potency.
Additional studies conducted on papain-digested
TeNT show that it retains the ability to form channels
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Table

Proteases of the human digestive tract

Organ

Enzyme

Action

Stomach
Pancreas

Pepsin
Trypsin
Chymotrypsin
Carboxypeptidase
Aminopeptidase
Dipeptidase

Proteins ~ polypeptides
Proteins, polypeptides 4-4polypeptides, dipeptides
Proteins, polypeptides --~ polypeptides, dipeptides
Polypeptides --->simpler peptides, dipeptides, amino acids
Polypeptides -o peptides, dipeptides, amino acids
Dipeptides --* amino acids

Intestines

in membranes but is no longer capable of producing
the spastic paralysis associated with tetanus (61-63).
This difference was attributed to the ability of TeNT
fragments to block both excitatory and inhibitory
neurotransmitters at approximately the same rate
(61,62). During a typical tetanus infection, TeNT that
has not been reduced to fragments by proteolysis
preferentially blocks the release of inhibitory neurotransmitters from synaptic vesicles (54). This results
in a reduction of inhibitory neurotransmitter signaling
to motor neurons. This preferential blockage causes
an imbalance between inhibitory and excitatory
signaling to motor neurons. Consequently, the normal
signal from inhibitory neurotransmitters during voluntary muscle movements and the signal to terminate
reflexive contractions are both diminished. This resuits in muscle spasms, the most widely recognized
symptom of tetanus infection (54).
Although many of the proteases used in these
studies were different from those found in the human
intestinal tract, others were identical. In light of this,
it appears quite possible that TeNT from an ongoing
intestinal infection could result in large quantities
of digested toxin that would neither prove fatal to
the host nor cause muscle spasms, but nonetheless
would create an ongoing state of neurotransmitter
disruption.

Tetanus within the central nervous system

Before behavior can be affected, TeNT must gain
access to the central nervous system (CNS). Usually,
TeNT reaches the CNS by retrograde intra-axonal
transport (64,65). From the intestinal tract, the most
direct path to the CNS is along the vagus nerve. When
iodine-labeled TeNT is injected subperitoneally into
the anterior wall of the stomach, TeNT's ascent up
the vagus nerve to the medulla oblongata can be
traced (66). In one such experiment, the animals
were injected with a massive amount of highly toxic
di-chain TENT, and at no time prior to death were

the muscle spasms symptomatic of tetanus observed.
The study showed conclusively that TeNT can ascend
to the CNS via nerve parts other than skeletomotor
or fusimotor axons, and that the absence of classical
tetanus symptoms does not preclude the possibility
of such ascent (66). The vagus nerve provides a route
of access to neuronal targets within the CNS, but
because the vagus does not intersect with the innervation of the skeletal muscular system, the muscle
spasms normally associated with tetanus would not
be evident, even though other, more subtle effects
might occur. These findings document that TeNT can
be present in the body in the absence of clinical
symptoms associated with tetanus.
Very small amounts of TeNT injected directly into
the brains of laboratory animals create a stereotyped behavior syndrome. Reported behaviors include
intensive licking, sniffing, gnawing, and repetitious
movements such as to-and-fro runs or walks (67-70).
These same words could be used in describing autistic
behaviors in humans. Again, as in the study involving
subperitoneal injections, the severe muscle spasms
and rigidity associated with tetanus were not typically
present. Suppression of stereotyped behavior in
these same animals was observed following treatment
with lithium, diazepam, haloperidol, fenfluramine,
and valproic acid (70), all of which are drugs that
have been used with some success to reduce the
behavioral symptoms associated with autism (6,71).
Tetanus neurotoxin is also used as a research aid
for creating an animal model of epilepsy. The selective blockage of inhibitory neurotransmitters produces an excitatory focus resembling human limbic
epilepsy (72). Rat pups subjected to unilateral intrahippocampal injections of TeNT developed seizures
(73-75). The incident rate of seizure in the autistic
population is decidedly higher than that found in
the typical population, and this association is undisputable (5,6,18). The risk of developing epilepsy
appears to increase throughout the entire life span
of an individual with autism (17); however, it is
unknown whether this is an actual risk or a reflection
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of more accurate diagnosis. Changes in behavior,
learning ability, and memory have been observed in
rats for as long as a year after active seizures stopped
(75,76). Furthermore, as observed in animals injected
with TENT, most children with autism also have
considerable difficulty in the areas of learning ability
and memory (77,78).
Synaptic vesicles
All higher brain functions depend on the release of
neurotransmitters, which are stored and released from
synaptic vesicles. Various molecules span the membranes of the synaptic vesicles and serve as signaling
agents when appropriate messages are received. Subsequent to such signaling, neurotransmitters released
from the synaptic vesicles traverse the extracellular
space, and many bind to appropriate receptors on the
receiving neuron (79). During the last several years,
researchers using TeNT have uncovered a tremendous
amount of information regarding mechanisms of
neuroexocytosis as well as TeNT's negative effects
upon neurotransmitter release (80,81).
Synaptobrevin is a membrane-spanning protein
involved in signaling to small synaptic vesicles and
thus plays a crucial role in neuroexocytosis (80).
Numerous studies have confirmed that TeNT induces
cleavage of membrane-spanning synaptobrevin molecules and thereby causes sustained inhibition of
neurotransmitters from synaptic vesicles (64,81-85).
In contrast to other bacterial toxins such as diphtheria,
pertussis, shiga, or cholera toxins, TeNT is not classified as necrotizing. In other words, TeNT-affected
neurons typically do not die; instead, the toxin causes
paralysis and degeneration of intoxicated synapses in
neurons that tend otherwise to remain intact (82). It is
now well-documented that TeNT and other clostridial
neurotoxins induce long-term and severe inhibition of
neurotransmitter release (70,73,75,76). Disturbances
in synaptic mechanisms are believed to be central to
many neurological and psychiatric disorders (64,80),
and various drugs that modulate neurotransmitter
signaling in the brain are commonly used to treat
symptoms of autism (71,86).
The cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of individuals with
autism was compared with that of normal controls for
concentration of a nervous-system-specific protein
marker, glial fibrillary acidic (GFA) protein (12).
GFA protein is considered to be highly sensitive for
confirming organic CNS destructive pathology and is
elevated in both acute and chronic nerve cell damage
(87). The GFA protein concentration of individuals
with autism was found to be three times higher than
the level present in normal controls (12). The study's
authors suggested that elevated GFA could be the
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result of gliosis or an increased rate of synaptic degradation and production. Neuropathological studies
of individuals with autism have found no evidence
of gliosis (88), rather, an increased turnover rate of
synapses has emerged as the most likely explanation
for the extreme elevation of GFA protein (89). The
cleavage of synaptobrevin by TeNT is irreversible
and causes degeneration of the affected synapse (82).
Recovery from known clostridial neurotoxins produced by C. tetani and C. botulinum requires the
creation of new synapses; this takes from 2 to 4
months (64,83). The findings of elevated GFA protein
in the CSF of individuals with autism, in the absence
of gliosis, is consistent with what might be expected
during a chronic tetanus infection, as a result of
synaptic turnover. Furthermore, TeNT-cleaved synaptobrevins and a continuous turnover of synapses
would be disruptive to neuron signaling pathways
(79). This is particularly relevant in regard to young
children where activity-dependent development of
additional neuronal interactions is critical. The lack
of stability in these connections would most likely
have a detrimental effect on information processing
and memory, which is a severe problem for most
people with autism (77-79).
Autism neuroanatomy
Autopsy studies have revealed a loss of Purkinje
cells and granule cell neurons in the cerebellar cortex
of individuals with autism (13,14). Although retrograde neuronal loss was not observed in the inferior
olivary nucleus, changes were observed in the afferent
neurons that project to the area of Purkinje cell loss.
In autopsies of younger persons with autism, the
neurons were unusually large, while in older individuals the neurons were unusually small (13). The
significance of this difference is not yet known;
however, there are some striking similarities in the
neuronal damage described in these autopsy studies
and those observed in neurons intoxicated with TENT.
Changes in cells intoxicated with TeNT include
swelling of the cell body, shrinking of the cell
processes, and neuronophagia. Occasionally the entire
cell is destroyed and disappears, leaving an empty
vacuolated area (90). For instance, loss of granule
cells of the dentate gyrus was observed to occur in
rats following injection of TeNT into the hippocampus (91). Although TeNT is not classified as
necrotizing, neuronal degeneration occurs in the presence of high quantifies of TeNT or after prolonged
exposure. Neuronal degeneration associated with
TeNT is also thought to occur as a result of the
unopposed action of glutamate-mediated excitatory
transmission (72,91).
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A comparison of tetanus of the intestinal tract
versus deep wound tetanus, shows major differences
in the TeNT's distribution patterns. In a typical
deep wound infection, C. tetani proliferates in the
surrounding tissue. Tetanus neurotoxin produced at
the site of infection is taken into nerve endings at
the neuromuscular junction but seldom acts at this
site. The toxin moves transsynaptically out of the
motor neurons, through the synaptic cleft, and into
contiguous synaptic terminals. Tetanus neurotoxin
is delivered along neuronal pathways to the spinal
cord by way of retrograde axonal transport and transsynaptic movement (92). The toxin is routed to the
spinal cord by way of retrograde intra-axonal transport of skeletomotor neurons (54,82). Tetanus neurotoxin accumulates in the spinal cord's anterior horn
cells, and neuronal changes (as described above)
occur (54,90). In an intestinal tract tetanus infection,
the classic transport of TeNT by skeletomotor
neurons is absent. Instead, the most likely path of
ascent from the abdomen is the vagus (tenth cranial)
nerve. Afferent fibers of the vagus nerve have been
found capable of transporting TeNT to the nucleus
solitarius (66). TeNT ascending via the vagus nerve
would be routed past the toxin's preferential binding
site of the spinal cord's anterior horn cells (66), and
the classic muscle spasms typically associated with
tetanus would be absent. Afferent pathways between
the nucleus solitarius and the cerebellum have been
neuroanatomically traced (93), and the possible significance to autism is evident. Inhibitory neurons that
release GABA and glycine are a preferential target for
TeNT (85,91). Purkinje cells are inhibitory neurons
that release GABA (85,91). Furthermore, binding
receptors for TeNT are expressed on both Purkinje
cells and granular cells of the cerebellum (94-96). It
appears entirely possible, therefore, that the loss of
Purkinje and granular cells, conclusively documented
to occur in autism (13), could be the direct result
of TeNT affecting these cerebellar neuronal targets.
This anatomical targeting could occur when the toxin
(ascending via the vagus nerve versus skeletomotor
transport) is unable to directly access the anterior horn
cells of the spinal cord (66).

Autism metabolites

The formation of both phenolic and indolic compounds by intestinal bacteria is a well-documented
fact, and clostridia are recognized as being particularly active in fermenting amino acids (36,47).
Aromatic amino acids are metabolized by C. tetani,
and byproducts include phenol, phenol alcohol, and
propionic acid (47,97). Phenolic compounds, such as
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the ones produced by Clostridium species, are toxic to
the body. The enzyme phenol-sulphotransferase-P
(PST-P) metabolizes phenols into nontoxic, watersoluble metabolites which can then be excreted from
the body. Studies conducted primarily on children
with late-onset autism have revealed a severe deficiency in PST-P enzyme and sulfate, which is the
substrate required by PST-P enzyme (10,11). When
colonic mucosa has been damaged, sulfation of
phenols is impaired (36). Tetanolysin would likely
cause damage to the colonic mucosa (57). An ongoing
intestinal tetanus infection would produce significant
quantities of phenolic metabolites that would require
detoxification by the body (47,97). Potentially, this
could result in increased circulating levels of phenolic
metabolites when the body is unable to properly
detoxify them because of enzyme and substrate
deficiency.
Diagnostic urinalyses have detected the metabolite
dihydroxyphenylpropionic acid (DHPPA) in grossly
elevated quantities in a significant percentage of
individuals with autism (9,33). Interestingly, this is
not the first time elevated levels of phenolic metabolites have been implicated in a neurological disorder.
Phenolic compounds have previously been implicated
in schizophrenia (98). Several children with autism,
whose urine contained highly elevated quantities
of DHPPA, were treated with antibiotics effective
against Clostridium species. Urine samples were collected before, during and after treatment with either
metronidazole or vancomycin. In every child treated,
a dramatic drop was recorded in DHPPA (9). Parents
reported clinical improvement of autistic symptoms
only if the children were treated for several weeks.
The improvements noted were decreased hyperactivity, decreased hypersensitivity, increased social
interest, increased eye contact, and increased vocalization. Parents also noted that regression occurred
very quickly after treatment with metronidazole or
vancomycin was discontinued. In view of the rapid
regression and the antimicrobial activity possessed
by these antibiotics, a Clostridium species would
likely be the pathogen responsible for the DHPPA
production for the following reasons: (i) Clostridia
are anaerobic gram-positive bacteria that would be
killed by the use of metronidazole or vancomycin
(99). (ii) Clostridia produce spores that would survive
antibiotic treatment and thus would be capable of
regerminating, explaining the rapid regression seen
in the treated children. (iii) Some Clostridium species
produce the most potent neurotoxins known to man,
and create stereotyped behavior in laboratory animals
similar to stereotypical behaviors of autism (5,70).
(iv) Pure cultures of Clostridium species produce a
variety of phenolic metabolites (36,47).
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Atypical tetanus cases: insights for autism
A common belief is that the clinical picture of a
disease is less severe if preexisting antibodies against
the pathogen are present. This is the very basis of the
immunization program currently in place throughout
the world, yet tetanus occasionally occurs in immunized individuals (51,100-102). Furthermore, individuals with tetanus vary widely in actual symptoms
and in degrees of severity, and many physicians feel
that a preexisting titer to TeNT alters the clinical
picture and lessens the severity of the disease (51).
Perhaps as a result, physicians have become less confident in diagnosing tetanus (54). A study of tetanus
in Finland reported that clinical symptoms were not
recognized in 22% of infected patients (103). Clearly,
individuals with autism do not manifest symptoms
of acute tetanus, yet subacute tetanus is a well-known
medical phenomenon and may be instructive in some
cases of autism.
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to what sensation might be inducing difficulty in
chewing and swallowing food (23).
Tetanus despite immunizations

The idea that tetanus is completely preventable in
immunized persons is wrong. Many published case
histories document the occurrence of tetanus despite
adequate immunization and prophylactic care of
wounds (51,100-102). One interesting case history is
that of a 29 year-old male who was hyperimmunized
to produce tetanus immune globulin (106). Following
multiple tetanus toxoid immunizations, he donated his
plasma. He received emergency room treatment for
left antecubital swelling and ecchymosis that developed 1 week after his plasma donation. One month
later, he was diagnosed with severe (grade III) tetanus.
The initial symptoms he presented were combativeness, bewilderment, muteness, low-grade fever, and
sluggish response. His titer was 1:1280 upon subsequent admission to the hospital.

Chronic subacute tetanus infections

The idea that tetanus is always an acute infection is
wrong; chronic infection can occur. The case history
of a 39-year-old male, treated for 21 months for
chronic tetanus, has been published (104). His
diagnosis was partially based on the presence of a
highly elevated titer to TENT, even though he had not
received any recent booster immunization. Stimulation of antibody production from immunization
typically levels off and begins to decline within a few
months. The result is a low, protective antibody titer;
and the body is primed to respond quickly to a similar
immunization or to stimulation by the actual antigen.
Since there was no recent booster immunization in
the above case, TeNT antibody levels were attributed
to stimulation from the actual antigen, and the clinical
diagnosis of tetanus was recorded.
Subacute tetanus illness

The idea that tetanus is always a severe illness is
wrong. One variation of tetanus with a slow gradual
evolution of symptoms has been studied and labeled
'subacute' (105). Symptoms presented differed greatly
from one patient to another. Primary symptoms
included very brief nocturnal muscle spasms lasting
2-5 s, generalized hypertonia, dysphagia, neck stiffness, and mild trismus (105). Given the mildness
of the trismus exhibited in these patients, would this
symptom have gone unrecognized by the physician
if the patient was unable to describe the stiff feeling
in the jaw? Children with autism frequently have
no speech. They are unable to relate information as

Further work: proposed research projects
The development of a diagnostic test for the presence
of toxigenic strains of C. tetani in fecal samples
would be of immeasurable value. The presence of
other toxigenic bacterial strains such as C difficile,
Vibrio cholerae and Shigella dysenteriae in the intestines, can be rapidly detected by the use of polymerase chain reaction (PCR ®) amplification, even
when other methods have failed (107-109). Clostridium
tetani is not a member of normal human intestinal
tract flora. In one study, stool samples were examined
from a wide variety of animals and from 201 humans,
none of whom was reported as autistic. It is important
to note that C tetani was not isolated in a single
human specimen (110). Another similar approach
would be to analyze fecal samples from individuals
with autism versus normal controls using random
amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD-PCR), in order
to explore possible differences in the stool.
A large-scale sampling of tetanus titers in individuals with autism would be a relatively easy study
to conduct. In a very small pilot study, three out of
five children with autism had an unusually strong response to DTP booster immunization. While all of the
normal controls and two of the children with autism
averaged a two-fold increase in titers, up to an 80-fold
increase in titer levels occurred in the other three
autistic children (111). Although the study was very
small in size, the percentage of children that responded
abnormally would seem to indicate a need for further
study. Additionally, the presence of abnormally low
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titers may be equally significant, as children with these
low titers may have had an extremely early exposure
to C. tetani during the time the child's CD5+ B-cells
were establishing their normal repertoire in regard to
intestinal microflora (112). Commercial laboratories
offer only an IgG assay for tetanus. An examination
of IgM and IgA immunoglobulin levels to tetanus
would perhaps provide additional useful information
in light of this paper's hypothesis. If abnormal titer
levels were present in a significant portion of individuals tested, this would not be proof of ongoing
infection, but would further substantiate the need for
more extensive laboratory studies.
In laboratory experiments, the cleavage of synaptobrevin in small synaptic vesicles can be measured
with specific anti-synaptobrevin antibodies (113). It
would seem possible to use this technique on the
brain tissue of autopsied individuals with autism. The
areas of brain tissue that show abnormalities could
be tested for the presence of cleaved synaptobrevin.
Tetanus neurotoxin and botulinum neurotoxin-B are
the only two substances known to cleave synaptobrevin at exactly the same peptide bond (113). It must
be noted that availability of autopsy tissue could
severely restrict studies of this nature.
The greatly increased levels of the metabolites
DHPPA, phenylcarboxylic, and indole compound in
the urine of individuals with autism is also deserving
of further evaluation. Testing on other phenol and
indole compounds has shown them to have binding
affinity to various receptors in the brain, which can
result in the development of abnormal behavior (114116). Phenol has also been shown to increase the
permeability of the blood-brain barrier (117). Determining whether DHPPA, phenylcarboxylic and/or the
indole compound possess binding affinity to neurotransmitter receptors could provide data as to just
how relevant these metabolites are to the behavioral
symptoms observed in autism.

Discussion
Mankind still has much to learn about the virulence
and ability of bacteria to produce disease. It is
only within the last decade that the causal role of
Helicobacter pylori in peptic ulcer disease has been
recognized. Currently, the widespread opinion among
scientists is that genetic research will yield answers
to the etiology of autism. On the surface, the 4:1 incidence rate of males to females would seem to support
this view (7); however, without more evidence, it is
premature to presume that most cases of autism have
a genetic basis. Interestingly, tetanus infection is also
documented to occur in males four times more often
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than in females (52). In other words, the high incidence rate of autism among males does not strengthen
any case against an etiology of infectious origin.
Children with autism are sometimes described
as having a 'fixed smile', hypertonia or rigidity, and
difficulty in chewing and swallowing food. These
symptoms might actually be mild manifestations
of risus sardonicus, muscle spasms, dysphagia, and
trismus - - all of which are clinical symptoms of
tetanus (54). Hypotonia/flaccid muscle tone is frequently associated with autism and can be a direct
result of TeNT acting within the CNS (62). Elevated
catecholamines (in plasma and urine), tachycardia,
profuse sweating, and irregular breathing are all
symptoms of autonomic nervous system dysfunction
and are documented to occur in both autism and
tetanus (6,15,16,24,54). In a tetanus infection, there
is no doubt that autonomic nervous system dysfunction is a result of the neurotoxin's effect on the CNS
(54). To date, no explanation is offered in medical
literature for the presence of the autonomic nervous
system dysfunction associated with autism, but a
synaptobrevin-related dysregulation of sympathetic
neurons by TeNT is a distinct possibility.
There are many myths surrounding both autism
and tetanus. An individual unfamiliar with autism
will often form a mental picture of a young child
sitting alone in a comer avoiding all contact with
the 'outside' world. The word tetanus often inspires
images of a person lying rigidly contorted, jaw
clenched and near death. In general, neither description is particularly accurate, considering the variety
of symptoms which can be present in both tetanus
and autism. It is time to dispel the myths, and ask
some serious questions. Are certain cases of autism
really an unrecognized manifestation of subacute,
chronic tetanus infection? Can the use of antibiotics
set up an environment in the human intestinal tract,
similar to that in laboratory animals, allowing invasion by the ubiquitous pathogen C. tetani? If so,
might some individuals with autism have contracted
subacute tetanus during a period of antibiotic reduction of intestinal flora? During that time of reduced
flora, might the C. tetani have entered the intestines
via oral ingestion, or via otherwise insignificant
cuts or punctures? Given the documentation in this
paper, parents, doctors, and researchers must combine efforts to determine if some people diagnosed
as autistic are actually suffering from unrecognized
forms of subacute tetanus.
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